
3 Maintain the stand in good condition, Replace or repair damaged parts. Use recommended parts only. Non authorised parts may be dangerous and will invalidate the warranty.3 Before use ensure that all stand nuts and bolts are tight and that moveable and clamping parts are in good working order.3 Place stand on a sound level surface offering adequate working clearance for its function. Keep area clean, tidy and free from unrelated materials. Ensure there is adequate lighting.3 When mounted ensure the bicycle centre of gravity is between the stand legs.3 Remove ill fitting clothing. Remove ties, watches, rings, and other loose jewellery, and contain long hair.3 Maintain correct balance and footing. Ensure the floor is not slippery and wear non slip shoes.3 Keep children and unauthorised persons away from the working area.7 DO NOT exceed the stand�s maximum holding capacity of 18kg.7 DO NOT use the stand for any purpose other than for which it is designed.7 DO NOT get the stand wet or use in damp or wet locations or areas where there is condensation.3 When not in use store the stand in a safe, dry, child proof area.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR:BICYCLE STANDModel:  BS1
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS AND CAUTIONS. USE THISPRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE OR PERSONAL INJURY,AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. PLEASE RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.

BS1 - ???? - (2) - 29049901284 757500 E-mail: sales@sealey.co.uk01284 703534Sealey Group,Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

Thank you for purchasing a Sealey product. Manufactured to a high standard this product will give you years of trouble free performance if these instructions are carefully followed and theproduct is correctly maintained.

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

2. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONSUnpack the product and check contents against the parts listed in these instructions. Should there be any damaged or missing parts contact your supplier immediately. When all is satisfactoryassemble the stand as follows: Please refer each assembly item to the relevant diagram figure.Fig 1. Place a nut (11) in slot �A� of lower base (20) hold with 40mm screw (15). Place another nut into slot �B� of upper base part (21) hold with 25mm bolt (14). Bring base parts (20) and (21) together and place 25mm screws (14) through the six fixing holes. Hold the joined parts on their side and angle to allow nuts (11) to be placed from the  underside. Lightly secure each screw by use of hex key to hold the two base parts in place (do not tighten at this point). Push plastic (may be rubber) foot (31) into position on underside of base (20).Fig 2. Place plastic feet (1) onto one end of each of the tube feet (29). Fig 3. Insert each foot tube (29) into the base unit (20) holes, to the maximum depth, and tighten screws (14) in fig 1.Fig 4. Insert stand lower post (27) into base unit (20) and secure by tightening hex bolts (14 & 15). Tighten all screws joining the two halves of base (fig 1).Fig 5. Slip tool/parts tray (25) onto upper stand post (26) and lightly clamp with 25mm screw (14) and nut (11). The tray must be firmly secured after positioning to suit each job.Fig 6. Sit 2 halves of clamp (34) on top of post (27), pass two 25mm bolts through lower holes and secure with nuts (11). Pass a 30mm bolt (37) through one of top holes and lightly securewith nut (11). Pass a 60mm bolt through other upper hole from the clamps narrow hole casting. Place washer (13) over bolt and screw on hand nut (5). (Note: Post (26) insert later).Fig 7. Sit clamp halves (19) on top of (26), pass 20mm screws (36) through lower holes securing with nuts (11). Pass 60mm screw (16) through upper hole fit washer (13) hand-nut (5). Fig 8. Insert plastic plug (4) into end of arm (28). Slide arm, with pre-assembled jaws (30), into T-clamp and tighten bolts and hand-nut. Open the jaws (30) and fix the self-adhesive gripstrips (3) into the sides of the jaws.Fig 9. Insert the upper stand post (26) through the post clamp (34) and into the lower stand post (27) and secure upper bolt (37) fig 5. The working height is fixed by raising or loweringpost (26) and securing with hand nut (5). 

fig 1

NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior notice.IMPORTANT: No responsibility is accepted for incorrect use of this product. WARRANTY: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date. Proof of purchase will be required for any claim. INFORMATION: Please call us for a copy of our latest catalogue

Refer to fig 9 which illustrates stand adjustments, movable parts and centre of gravity.3.1. Adjust arm (28) about tube (26) so that it bisects the angle between the stand feet (29) (see alignment in fig 9).3.2. To change angle of the bicycle fixing jaws (30) loosen T-clamp (fig 7.19) hand-nut, rotate tube and jaws to required angle and re-tighten hand-nut. 3.3. To adjust working height loosen post clamp (fig 6.34) hand-nut and raise or lower tube (26). Re-position tools/parts tray accordingly.3.4. Using the hand-nut adjust the opening of the jaws (30) to accommodate the bicycle frame tube and then tighten hand-nut to secure.3.5 IMPORTANT: ensure the centre of gravity is maintained approximately midway between the stand legs and check stability of stand/bicycle assembly before starting work. 

3. USING THE STAND
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